Lai N, Zhou H, Saidel GM, Wolf M, McCully K, Gladden LB, Cabrera ME. Modeling oxygenation in venous blood and skeletal muscle in response to exercise using near-infrared spectroscopy. J Appl Physiol 106: 1858 -1874, 2009. First published April 2, 2009 doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.91102.2008.-Noninvasive, continuous measurements in vivo are commonly used to make inferences about mechanisms controlling internal and external respiration during exercise. In particular, the dynamic response of muscle oxygenation (Sm O 2 ) measured by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is assumed to be correlated to that of venous oxygen saturation (SvO 2 ) measured invasively. However, there are situations where the dynamics of Sm O 2 and SvO 2 do not follow the same pattern. A quantitative analysis of venous and muscle oxygenation dynamics during exercise is necessary to explain the links between different patterns observed experimentally. For this purpose, a mathematical model of oxygen transport and utilization that accounts for the relative contribution of hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) to the NIRS signal was developed. This model includes changes in microvascular composition within skeletal muscle during exercise and integrates experimental data in a consistent and mechanistic manner. Three subjects (age 25.6 Ϯ 0.6 yr) performed square-wave moderate exercise on a cycle ergometer under normoxic and hypoxic conditions while muscle oxygenation (C oxy) and deoxygenation (Cdeoxy) were measured by NIRS. Under normoxia, the oxygenated Hb/Mb concentration (C oxy) drops rapidly at the onset of exercise and then increases monotonically. Under hypoxia, C oxy decreases exponentially to a steady state within ϳ2 min. In contrast, model simulations of venous oxygen concentration show an exponential decrease under both conditions due to the imbalance between oxygen delivery and consumption at the onset of exercise. Also, model simulations that distinguish the dynamic responses of oxy-and deoxygenated Hb (HbO 2, HHb) and Mb (MbO 2, HMb) concentrations (Coxy ϭ HbO2 ϩ MbO2; Cdeoxy ϭ HHb ϩ HMb) show that Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal are comparable. Analysis of NIRS signal components during exercise with a mechanistic model of oxygen transport and metabolism indicates that changes in oxygenated Hb and Mb are responsible for different patterns of Sm O 2 and SvO 2 dynamics observed under normoxia and hypoxia. oxygen transport; hypoxia; mathematical modeling NEAR-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY (NIRS) is applied to study tissue oxygenation in brain and skeletal muscle under a variety of experimental conditions (3, 5, 21, 27, 46, 56, 66) . The combination of dynamic measurements of pulmonary oxygen uptake (V O 2p ) and muscle oxygenation at the onset of exercise and during recovery has proved to be a valuable tool for investigating mechanisms of regulation of oxygen consumption (16, 17, 25) . Oxygen saturation in the venous effluent (Sv O 2 ) of a muscle is usually correlated to oxygenation measures obtained in the same muscle via NIRS. Interpretation of NIRS measurements or NIRS-derived indexes of muscle oxygenation (Sm O 2 ), however, are limited by uncertainties about the specific source of the observed signals (7, 42) .
(V O 2p ) and muscle oxygenation at the onset of exercise and during recovery has proved to be a valuable tool for investigating mechanisms of regulation of oxygen consumption (16, 17, 25) . Oxygen saturation in the venous effluent (Sv O 2 ) of a muscle is usually correlated to oxygenation measures obtained in the same muscle via NIRS. Interpretation of NIRS measurements or NIRS-derived indexes of muscle oxygenation (Sm O 2 ), however, are limited by uncertainties about the specific source of the observed signals (7, 42) .
NIRS measurements are affected by several different factors, including 1) heterogeneity of blood flow and oxygen consumption distributions leading to nonuniform oxygenation in muscle (30, 43, 51, 65) , 2) capillary recruitment (10, 49) , and 3) muscle contraction (42, 43) . In addition, the NIRS signal from a specific muscle region depends on the fractional volume distribution of skin, adipose tissue, capillaries, small arterioles, and venules. Furthermore, dynamic measurements of oxygenation using NIRS depend on the relative contributions of myoglobin (Mb) and hemoglobin (Hb) to the output signal (39, 40, 47) , which cannot be distinguished using NIRS methodology alone, since their absorbance spectra are similar (38, 60) . The dynamic NIRS oxygenation signal is a composite of Hb-Mb oxygenation dynamics. The relative contribution of these hemeproteins to the overall signal may differ during exercise (28, 53) .
Previous human (19, 38) and animal (64) studies have shown that measures of muscle oxygenation using NIRS (Sm O 2 ) are linearly correlated to the oxygen content in muscle venous blood (Sv O 2 ) at steady state, but they are not highly correlated throughout the transient to and from exercise. Specifically, discrepancies between the dynamic response of venous oxygen saturation and that in muscles using NIRS has been observed during rhythmic handgrip (6) , cycling (12) , and leg kicking (37) . In the latter two studies, the Sm O 2 and Sv O 2 dynamic responses to exercise differed in normoxia and hyperoxia but showed a parallel decrease with hypoxia.
Although combined studies of MRI and NIRS (38, 45, 60 ) may be helpful to quantify Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal, all previous in vivo studies showed limitations in accounting for heterogeneities of blood and tissue volumes/ distributions in exercising skeletal muscles. In particular, the oxygen content in the specific region investigated by NIRS depends on the distributions of perfusion, oxygen consumption, blood volume, diffusion, and microvascular composition, all of which change during rest-to-work transitions. Therefore, a physiologically based mathematical model integrated with experimental data is needed to evaluate the effects of the factors contributing to the dynamic responses of muscle oxygenation by NIRS. Without an underlying model for interpretation, NIRS only reflects a spatial average of muscle oxygen content in the region covered by the sensed oxygen signal under various stimuli.
This study analyzes the effects of the tissue and microvascular volume distribution on the dynamic responses of muscle oxygen saturation during exercise in normoxia and hypoxia. For this purpose, a mathematical model of oxygen transport and metabolism is applied to quantify various factors that affect oxygen exchange and utilization as well as NIRS measurements during exercise. The model extends an earlier model that describes the heterogeneity of oxygen transport and metabolism in canine muscle during contractions elicited by electrical stimulation (33, 34) . The extended model enables us to simulate the NIRS signal during exercise, accounting for the temporal profile and spatial distribution of oxygen concentration in tissue and capillaries in free and bound forms (oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb/Mb) and for the dynamic contributions of arterioles and venules to oxygenation in the volume of muscle examined by NIRS.
No combined studies of MRI and NIRS have addressed the issue of Hb and Mb contribution to the NIRS signal during cycle exercise under normoxia and hypoxia. Thus the model integrates muscle oxy-and deoxygenation experimental data from NIRS measurements obtained during cycling exercise to test hypotheses dealing with the nature of the NIRS signal. This exercise protocol is performed under normoxic and hypoxic conditions at moderate intensity to infer possible mechanisms underlying the difference observed between Sm O 2 and Sv O 2 dynamic responses and to facilitate comparison with previous studies (12, 37) .
Model simulated outputs are compared with dynamic responses of muscle oxygenation of human vastus lateralis muscle during cycle exercise obtained under normoxic and hypoxic conditions. These comparisons illustrate how changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb and Mb concentrations and microvascular fractional composition can explain the characteristic dynamic responses of muscle oxygenation and venous blood observed during exercise under normoxic and hypoxic conditions. 
METHODS
An integrated approach that combines experimental data and model simulations is used to analyze the oxygenation in venous blood and skeletal muscle in response to exercise. In particular, pulmonary oxygen uptake (V O2p), cardiac output (Q), and muscle oxygenation and deoxygenation (⌬HbMbO2, ⌬HHbMb) experimental data ( Fig. 1 ) are used to derive muscle oxygen uptake (V O2m), blood flow (Qm), and blood volume (Vbl). These are the model inputs of a physiologically based mathematical model necessary to simulate the dynamic response of oxygen transport and metabolism in skeletal muscle during human cycling exercise (Fig. 2) . The mathematical model enables us to simulate oxygen convection and diffusion rates, metabolite concentrations, and metabolic fluxes, as well as venous and muscle oxygenation responses, during muscle exercise.
Experimental Study
Subjects. Subjects of this study, two males and one female, were healthy, nonmedicated, nonsmoking adults who were not involved in competitive athletics at the time of the study. All investigational procedures were approved by the University Hospitals of Cleveland Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent was obtained from subjects. All anthropometric measurements were obtained on the first day of the study, before the exercise tests. Stature was measured with a calibrated stadiometer and body mass with a balance beam scale (Seca, Vogel and Halke, Hamburg, Germany), whereas skinfold thickness was measured at four sites on the leg using skinfold calipers (Lange skinfold caliper; Cambridge Scientific Industries, Cambridge, MD) ( Table 1) .
Exercise protocol. Subjects participated in four cycle exercise tests within a 2-wk period, two in normoxia and two in hypoxia. All experimental protocols performed in hypoxia, which included ramp and square-wave exercise tests, were similar to those performed in normoxia and were carried out at a pedaling frequency of ϳ70 rpm. The subjects were asked to refrain from eating and exercising for 2 h before the exercise tests. Instructions to begin and end testing were given by voice without warning. When subjects were exposed to the hypoxic condition, they had an additional 10 min of rest to allow equilibration between the breathing gas mixture and the blood before the exercise protocol started.
Subjects performed the first two exercise tests on separate days, one under hypoxic and one under normoxic conditions, using a continuously incremental ramp protocol to determine peak pulmonary oxygen uptake (V O2p,peak) and ventilatory threshold (V O2p,VT) as determined Fig. 1 . A: experimental apparatus to measure pulmonary oxygen uptake (V O2p), cardiac output (Q), and muscle oxygenation (⌬HbMbO2) and deoxygenation (⌬HHbMb) during bicycle exercise. B: local region of muscle investigated by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Muscle composition was characterized by volume fractions of blood (fbl) and tissue (ftis) in muscle and by volume fraction of arterioles (art), capillaries (cap), and venules (ven) in blood. using the V-slope method (35) . From ramp exercise data, the work rate (WR VT) corresponding to V O2p,VT was used to determine the individual work rates (35) to be used during the submaximal moderate intensity tests. The selected work rates, WR E , corresponded to ϳ80% WRVT, where VT is a ventilatory threshold determined under the hypoxic condition ( Table 1) .
The ramp protocol began with a 5-min baseline at rest, a 5-min warm-up phase at 30 W (70 rpm), and exercise on a cycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur Sport, Groningen, The Netherlands) with the work rate continuously increasing (20 W/min) until the subjects reached voluntary exhaustion. Upon exhaustion, the work rate was reduced to 30 W for 10 min of active recovery, which was followed by a 5-min period of passive recovery while sitting quietly on the stationary bike. On the other days, subjects performed square-wave, constant-work rate exercise tests at individually preselected exercise work rates. Consequently, the exercise protocol of every subject for both normoxic and hypoxic conditions was performed at the same work rate while maintaining moderate exercise intensity (superscript E) in both cases. Each exercise test followed the same procedure for baseline, warm-up, active, and passive recovery as described in the maximal exercise test. Upon completing the warm-up, subjects exercised for 10 min at the predetermined moderate exercise work rate. Steady-state values were calculated by averaging data recorded over the last 30 s of exercise (35) .
Pulmonary oxygen uptake. Before exercise and before data collection, a facemask (8940 Series; Hans Rudolph, Kansas, MO) was properly fitted and sealed with a gel (Ultimate Seal; Hans Rudolph) to minimize gas leaks. As subjects breathed through the facemask, measurements were made of flow rate (via hot-wire anemometer) and of oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in sampled expired air (Vmax-Encore system; VIASYS, Yorba Linda, CA). The gas analyzer was calibrated before each test with gas mixtures of known composition, and the mass air flow sensor was calibrated using various flow rates. For hypoxic tests, breathing occurred through a two-way, nonrebreathing valve (2700 Series; Hans Rudolph). During inspiration, gas was supplied from a reservoir bag filled continuously from a compressed air gas cylinder with 12% oxygen. Subjects were given several minutes to become accustomed to the breathing apparatus. Before, during, and after exercise testing and recovery periods, ventilatory respiration (BTPS), pulmonary oxygen uptake (V O2p; STPD), and pulmonary carbon dioxide output (V CO2p; STPD) were continuously monitored. Calculations of V O2p and V CO2p were based on breath-by-breath flow measurements and concentration differences for oxygen and carbon dioxide in the inspired and expired gas.
Blood flow. During each exercise protocol, Q was obtained continually from stroke volume, measured noninvasively by bioimpedance cardiography (PhysioFlow PF-05; Manatec Biomedical, Paris, France) and heart rate. Bioimpedance cardiography relies on the changes in transthoracic impedance during cardiac ejection to estimate stroke volume. The device uses two sets of two electrodes, one set transmitting and the other sensing. Calibration of the signal occurred during the first minute of stable signal with the subject at rest and fully relaxed. Dynamic measurements of cardiac output were recorded every 3 s. The signal quality was examined by comparison to the first derivatives of the ECG and impedance waveforms. The calibration was repeated in case of an anomalous waveform.
Muscle oxygenation. From the right quadriceps vastus lateralis muscle during cycle exercise, changes of local oxygenated (⌬HbMbO 2) and deoxygenated (⌬HHbMb) hemoglobin (Hb)/myoglobin (Mb) concentrations from rest were obtained with a single-distance continuous wave spectrometer (NIM, Philadelphia, PA). Wavelengths of 730 -850 nm were used to monitor changes in oxy-/deoxygenated Hb/Mb. The oxygenated form has a greater absorbance at 850 nm, whereas the deoxygenated form absorbs more at 730 nm. Therefore, the sum of the two signals was used to monitor changes in total heme concentration (⌬HbMb tot). Data were acquired at a sampling frequency of 2 Hz. The spectrometer includes a probe with two light-emitting diode light sources and photodiode detectors. An optical probe with a 2.5-cm source-todetector separation was placed on the lateral aspect of the right leg over the vastus lateralis muscle between the greater trochanter and the proximal aspect of the patella. The probe position of each subject was marked in all four corners of the probe with a marker so that subsequent measurements could be recorded at the same landmark for each test. Once the subject's hair was shaved within the marked areas, a probe was placed in position and secured to the leg with elastic bandages.
The dynamic responses of ⌬HbMbO 2 and ⌬HHbMb measured during exercise were normalized to the maximal oxygenated Hb/Mb concentration change measured during cuff occlusion (Hokanson E20 cuff inflator; Bellevue, WA) to account for fat layer contribution to the NIRS signal (61) . The occlusion was performed 10 min after passive recovery from exercise. The cuff was placed proximal to the NIRS probe on the upper portion of the thigh near where the hip flexes and extends to occlude the femoral artery. A rapid thigh occlusion was obtained for 10 min at 285 Torr. The total deoxygenation was assumed to be achieved when a plateau in oxygenated Hb/Mb was reached (ϳ10 min).
Mathematical Model
Oxygen transport and metabolism. The metabolic response of skeletal muscle to moderate exercise stimulus can be described by transport and metabolic processes associated with oxygen, ATP, and phosphocreatine (PCr) (33, 34) . The total muscle volume (V mus ϭ Vbl ϩ Vtis) consists of extravascular muscle cells of tissue (Vtis) and blood from arterioles, capillaries, and veins (Vbl ϭ Vart ϩ Vcap ϩ Vven). In capillary blood (b) and in tissue cells (c), the total (T) oxygen concentration in muscle is the sum of the free (F) and bound (B) oxygen concentrations
B , x ϭ b, c), which are related by local equilibrium (33) . Total oxygen concentration in the capillary blood C O2,b T (t, v) varies with time (t) and tissue location as indicated by the cumulative muscle volume (v) from the arterial input v ϭ 0 to the venous output v ϭ V mus:
The first term on the right side represents convective transport of oxygen in the direction of blood flow Q m in which fcap is the ratio of capillary blood volume to total muscle volume Vmus; the second term represents axial dispersion in the capillary bed; and the third term represents transport between capillary blood and extravascular muscle cells, which depends on the permeability-surface area product (PS) and free oxygen gradient. The boundary conditions for the capillary blood assume that the input oxygen concentration from arterial blood is known and that the output oxygen concentration leaving the capillaries has a negligible gradient between the end of the capillary and venous vessels:
where C O 2 ,art 
In the extravascular tissue, oxygen concentration is considered spatially lumped and changes with time according to
where Metabolic relationships. The metabolic reaction processes that involve oxidative phosphorylation are associated with the concentration dynamics of ATP and PCr. The dynamic mass balances of these cellular concentrations are related to metabolic fluxes:
where ATPase is the ATP utilization flux, ␤ is the stoichiometric coefficient that relates oxidative phosphorylation to ATP production, and ⌬ CK is the net forward flux of the creatine kinase (CK) reaction.
The initial concentrations are
The concentration pairs ATP-ADP and PCr-Cr are related by mass conservation of adenosine and creatine, respectively, whose total concentrations are constant during moderate exercise:
The equations defining ⌬CK(t) as functions of CATP and CPCr and OxPhos(t) as a function of CATP and C O 2 ,c F are given in the APPENDIX (68) . At steady state, Eqs. 5 and 6 yield ATPase ϭ ␤OxPhos. Furthermore, we assume that at any steady state j, ATPase
Model variables determined by measurements.
To simulate responses to exercise of human subjects, several model variables are related to measured variables. To simulate step changes between steady states at rest (j ϭ R), warm-up (j ϭ W), and moderate exercise (j ϭ E), we assume that OxPhos (32) by assuming that any increase in pulmonary oxygen uptake during exercise is directed to supporting the increased energy demand of working muscles:
Muscle blood flow at rest Q m R is 15% of the cardiac output at rest Q R (57). With a step increase in work rate from rest, the blood flow in muscle at the onset of contraction is assumed to immediately increase:
The additional blood flow occurs by redistribution from other organs at the onset of exercise (57) . At any time after the onset of exercise (t Ͼ 0), the muscle blood flow is assumed to be related to the cardiac output:
This expression is consistent with the linear relationship between blood flow and cardiac output reported during ramp test exercise (8) . In addition, Qm was assumed to have the same time course as Q based on a study in which cardiac output and femoral blood flow displayed similar time profiles during muscle contraction (18) . Furthermore, an increase in the effective rate coefficient of capillary tissue diffusion can be related to the muscle blood flow (33, 34) . We assume that the permeability-surface area response to exercise is
where PS(0) is the steady-state rate coefficient before exercise, PS max Ϫ PS(0) is the change after exercise, and q is a scaling parameter (34) .
Interpretation of the NIRS Signal
Oxygenated Hb and Mb concentrations. In response to exercise, blood and tissue oxygen concentrations change in skeletal muscle. To simulate oxygen responses to exercise as measured by NIRS, the change of the oxygenated forms in blood and tissue is normalized by the maximal change in the oxygenated Hb and Mb concentrations variation observed during ischemia:
Model simulation of ⌬HbMbO2 is intended to reflect relative changes of oxygenation of intravascular and extravascular muscle compartments during exercise associated with muscle volume distribution in the sampled region of the NIRS measurement (Fig. 1) . The simulated HbO 2 in muscle (tissue and blood) can be related to the simulated CHbO 2 in blood by the volume fraction of blood fbl:
where CHbO 2 is related to heme-bound oxygen concentrations in the microvascular vessels (C O 2 ,b B ; b ϭ art, ven, cap) by the volume fractions in microvascular vessel ( art, cap, and ven) (see APPENDIX) .
The simulated oxymyoglobin concentration relative to muscle volume (MbO2) is directly proportional to oxymyoglobin concentration (CMbO 2 ) in tissue by the extravascular volume fraction in muscle (ftis ϭ 1 Ϫ fbl):
Moreover, the simulated deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) and myoglobin (HMb) concentrations relative to blood and muscle volumes, respectively, also can be derived in the same manner.
To facilitate understanding of model results and experimental data, the symbols used in the text are replaced in the APPENDIX to make clearer model developments. To quantify the contribution of Hb and Mb to the total Hb and Mb heme group (HbMb) under different experimental conditions, the Hb and Mb fractions to the NIRS signal are defined:
Blood volume in muscle related to NIRS measurement. ⌬HbMb is intended to reflect relative changes of the heme group concentration of Hb and Mb during exercise associated with blood volume changes in the sampled region of the NIRS measurement as follows:
Since hemoglobin (⌬HbO2, ⌬HHb) and myoglobin (⌬MbO2, ⌬HMb) concentration forms in muscle can be related to volume fraction of blood (f bl) and tissue (ftis), blood volume change can be derived from ⌬HbMb measurements (APPENDIX):
Therefore capillary volume (V cap) can be calculated by assuming that blood volume fraction fbl(t) change from rest takes place in capillaries, whereas extravascular tissue volume Vtis remains constant, as well as the volumes of arteriole and venule blood (Vart, Vven):
Note that from Eq. 18, the blood volume fraction f bl(t) is directly related to ⌬HbMbtot(t), which can be obtained from the measured NIRS signal. Furthermore, during exercise, the arteriole, capillary, and venule volume fractions in blood change as
These blood distribution fractions within muscle not only change during exercise but also differ among subjects.
RESULTS
In this study, model simulation and analysis are intimately linked with experimental data that refer to responses to exercise under normoxic and hypoxic conditions for three subjects (M1, M2, and M3). Key model input variables were calculated from measurements of exercise responses for each subject. Specifically, the measured dynamic response of cardiac output, Q(t) (Fig. 3) , was used to calculate muscle blood flow dynamics, Q m (t). This was then used to calculate permeability-surface area dynamics and steady-state values PS(t) ( (Tables 2 and 3 ). In addition, measurements of heme group dynamics, ⌬HbMb tot (t) (Fig. 4) , were the basis for calculating time-varying muscle tissue and blood volume distributions f bl (t), art (t), cap (t), and ven (t) (Fig. 5 ). Once these model input variables were calculated, the model equations could simulate oxygen concentration dynamics in blood and tissue domains. From model simulations of oxygenated Hb and Mb, ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) could then be compared with experimental data (Fig. 6) . Also, the individual contributions of Hb and Mb to ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) could be simulated (Fig. 7) . Furthermore, from simulations, a comparison between ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) and the venous oxygen concentration, C O 2 ,ven T (t), could be shown (Fig. 8) .
Oxygen Uptake and Blood Flows at Steady State
Q and V O 2p were measured at rest, warm-up, and during exercise under hypoxia and normoxia ( Table 2 ). The work rates selected for exercise under hypoxic and normoxic conditions were the same. The steady-state values of V O 2p under normoxia and hypoxia were closer during exercise than at rest. The steady-state values of Q were greater both at higher work rates and under hypoxia. The corresponding characteristics of steady-state muscle blood flow Q m and oxygen uptake rate V O 2m at the same work rate are given in Table 3 . The ration of hypoxia to normoxia (H/N) of Q m was similar to that of Q. Also, the ratio H/N of V O 2m was close to 1 for all the subjects during steady-state exercise but varied from 0.67 to 0.98 among the subjects at rest.
Exercise Response Characteristics in Muscle
Under hypoxia and normoxia, the metabolic rate coefficient k ATPase increased with work rate (Table 3) . For all the subjects, the Q(t) dynamic response to exercise followed an exponential pattern and reached a plateau after 2 min (Fig. 3) . Consequently, the related Q m (t) and PS(t) values also followed an exponential pattern under hypoxia and normoxia, although they are not reported. The PS(t) values for all subjects were similar to that of representative subject M2. The steady-state values of PS were greater under hypoxia than normoxia corresponding to higher Q m (Table 3) . Under hypoxia or normoxia, the dynamic response of ⌬HbMb(t) appeared as a single or double exponential; consequently, f bl (t) and cap (t) increased as a single or double exponential (Fig. 5) , whereas art (t) and ven (t) decreased.
Muscle Oxygenation Dynamics in Response to Exercise
Model simulations of oxygenated Hb and Mb dynamics corresponded to experimental responses to a step increase in work rate (Fig. 6 ). With normoxia, ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) displayed a rapid decrease at the onset of exercise and then, after 1-3 min, increased monotonically above the warm-up value. Although ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) experimental data showed an initial undershoot with hypoxia, it then reached a steady state lower than the warm-up value predicted by ⌬HbMbO 2 (t) model simulation. Simulations of underlying components, ⌬HbO 2 (t) and ⌬MbO 2 (t), of these dynamics are shown in Fig. 7 . For both conditions, ⌬HbO 2 (t) showed an initial drop followed by the same pattern of cap (t), whereas ⌬MbO 2 (t) decreased to reach a new steady state. The ratio of ⌬MbO 2 /⌬HbMbO 2 varied from 20 to 80% among the subjects according to the blood volume fraction f bl (t) and oxygenated Hb and Mb [C HbO 2 (t), C MbO 2 (t)]. At rest and warm-up, Hb contribution (yHb) to the total Hb and N, normoxia; H, hypoxia. Pulmonary oxygen uptake (VO2p) was measured at the ventilatory threshold (VT), at maximal (peak), and at rest (R), warm-up (W), and exercise (E); cardiac output (Q) was measured at rest, warm-up, and exercise; and work rate (WR) was measured at the VT, at peak, and during exercise.
Mb heme group (HbMb tot ) was ϳ65%. The yHb enables us to quantify the Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS measurements at rest and during muscle contraction. The yHb value from warm-up to exercise increased to 70% regardless of the arterial oxygen saturation, which under normoxia and hypoxia is equal to 97 and 80%, respectively.
As simulated in Fig. 8 , the dynamic exercise response of venous total oxygen concentration C O 2 ,ven T (t) showed an exponential drop to a new steady state after 1 min for all the subjects. The arterial total oxygen concentration C O 2 ,art T was assumed to remain constant during exercise under normoxia and hypoxia corresponding to a partial pressure of 100 and 45 Torr, respectively. 
DISCUSSION
During exercise, the dynamic response of the venous oxygen concentration of engaged muscle can differ from that of the NIRS signal corresponding to muscle oxygenation due to changes in blood and tissue volumes and their distribution. These results are based on simulations with a mathematical model of oxygen transport and metabolism applied to investigate the relationship between muscle oxygenation as ⌬HbMbO 2 (see Fig. 6 ) and venous blood oxygenation as C O 2 ,ven T (see Fig. 8 ). Model simulations predict that both dynamic responses of Hb and Mb concentrations contribute to the NIRS signal during exercise. Moreover, simulations of ⌬MbO 2 and ⌬HbO 2 dynamics during exercise (Fig. 7) that incorporate the combined effects of blood volume (f bl ) (Figs. 4 and 5) and oxygenated Hb and Mb [C HbO 2 (t), C MbO 2 (t)] provide the basis for quantitative understanding of the dynamic response of muscle oxygenation under normoxia and hypoxia (Fig. 6) . Regardless of the arterial oxygen content (normoxia or hypoxia), this combined effect does not alter the typical monoexponential pattern of the venous blood oxygenation dynamic response.
Hb and Mb Contribution to NIRS Signal
The relative contribution of Mb and Hb to the overall NIRS oxygenation signal may change during exercise (28, 45) . Although the effects of Mb and Hb components of oxygenation have been investigated using proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1 H NMR), the results are contradictory and not universally accepted (7, 38, 60) . With respect to the dominant contribution to the NIRS signal, authors of previous work have attributed it to Hb (38), whereas others have attributed it to the presence of Mb in the tissue (60) .
With the mathematical model used in this study, it was possible to postulate Hb and Mb heme group concentrations contributing to the NIRS signal; these values are not directly measurable with current spectrophotometers. Since spectrophotometer measurement is referred to the whole region of muscle investigated (blood, tissue), the corresponding Hb and Mb concentrations referred to muscle both contribute to the NIRS signal (28) . Indeed, Mb concentration in muscle tissue is Muscle oxygen uptake (VO2m), muscle blood flow (Qm), permeability-surface area product (PS), and the ATPase metabolic rate coefficient (kATPase) were calculated at rest, warm-up, and exercise. about one-tenth the Hb concentration in blood (see Table 6 ), but the extravascular tissue volume fraction is 13-fold greater than that of muscle blood at rest (see Table 4 ).
The effect of Mb on the NIRS signal has been investigated in animals. From a study of isolated canine gracilis muscle, Wilson et al. (64) found that the NIRS signal is correlated with Sv O 2 but did not exclude a possible Mb contribution. Combining NIRS and 1 H NMR in a study of isolated canine gastrocnemius muscle, Nioka et al. (45) determined that the Mb contribution to the NIRS signal could be close to 50% in both human and dog muscles. These studies, however, did not systematically account for blood and tissue volumes and their distribution, factors that affect Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal. Another experimental study (40) that integrated NMR and NIRS measurements confirmed the importance of both Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal. In fact, under some conditions, the Mb contribution to the heme groups (HbMb; Eq. 16) of NIRS measurements could be as high as 80%. Under both normoxia and hypoxia, our model simulation indicated that Hb and Mb contributions to HbMb tot (yHb, yMb) have values equal to ϳ65 and 35%, which are different but in the range previously reported (40, 45) . However, the NIRS signal can be affected by local blood volume changes occurring during exercise, which are taken into account by our mathematical model and simulations. The yHb value increases from 65 to 70% during exercise regardless of the arterial oxygen content (normoxia, hypoxia) due to an increase of blood volume (f bl ).
The dynamic response of ⌬HbMbO 2 obtained during exercise under normoxia differs from that obtained under hypoxia as a consequence of blood volume and oxygenated Hb and Mb (Fig. 7) . Blood volume changes mostly affect ⌬HbO 2 rather than ⌬MbO 2 . Under normoxia, ⌬HbMbO 2 decreases initially and then increases significantly, whereas under hypoxia, ⌬HbMbO 2 decreases initially even more but then does not increase significantly. Under normoxia, the latter increase in ⌬HbMbO 2 is determined by the increase of ⌬HbO 2 , which is related to the increase in blood volume. In contrast, under hypoxia, the change of ⌬MbO 2 can have a larger effect than blood volume on the response of ⌬HbMbO 2 according to the simulations of subjects M2 and M3. For these subjects, the decrease of ⌬HbO 2 is less than the decrease of ⌬MbO 2 . For subject M1, the decrease of ⌬MbO 2 is less than that of ⌬HbO 2 . In this case, ⌬HbMbO 2 does not show an undershoot even if ⌬HbO 2 is greater than ⌬MbO 2 , because the effect of blood volume change on ⌬HbO 2 is negligible according to model simulations.
Thus model simulations offer the opportunity to identify possible causes for the dynamic responses of ⌬HbMbO 2 accounting for subject variability. Indeed, the simulated fraction of ⌬MbO 2 of the ⌬HbMbO 2 varies from 25 to 80% among the subjects (Figs. 6 and 7) .
The intersubject variability could be related to the subject fitness, which influences the vascularization of muscle and the lipid concentration. Other factors that affect variability are evident from model analysis. These include muscle blood flow and permeability-surface area changes during muscle contraction that affect muscle oxygenation detected by NIRS. From the limited available data, model analysis does not permit quantitative estimates of variability of the responses. Nevertheless, the general patterns of the responses are similar. To provide more quantitative evaluation of the variability among subjects, studies will need larger sample sizes. Furthermore, more appropriate data is needed to verify predictions by model simulations. Such data could include direct measurement of muscle blood flow from diffuse correlation spectroscopy and absolute values of HbMbO 2 and HHbMb from frequencydomain NIRS.
The effect of Mb on the NIRS signal also has been investigated in humans. Some authors have been able to measure significant increases in deoxygenated Mb during plantar flexion graded exercise by using the 1 H NMR technique and relating Mb saturation to exercise intensity (44, 54) , showing Mb desaturation even at moderate exercise intensity. Although the oxygen affinity to Mb is high (P 50 ϭ 2.4 Torr), variation of the PO 2 in tissue (5-20 Torr) during exercise affects Mb saturation and the NIRS signal even at moderate exercise intensity as shown from model simulations of the dynamic response of ⌬MbO 2 obtained in this work.
The effect of P 50 on the dynamic response of muscle oxygenation was investigated in the range of 2-5 Torr (55). Model simulations obtained with greater values of P 50 have the same yHb and yMb (65, 35%) and similar ⌬HbO 2 and ⌬MbO 2 dynamic changes of the model simulations obtained with P 50 ϭ 2.4 Torr. In addition, a greater P 50 value only affects slightly the time profile of the model simulation of PO 2 in tissue during exercise. In particular, the higher the values of P 50 , the lower the tissue saturation (MbO 2 /Mb) values at warm-up (81 vs. 86%) and during exercise (54 vs. 64%). However, these 5 and 10% shifts at warm-up and exercise, respectively, produce a minor shift (2-3%) of the total muscle oxygenation response (⌬HbMbO 2 ) compared with the case obtained with a P 50 equal to 2.4 Torr. Thus model simulations demonstrate a high sensitivity of the model to changes in P 50 values under the condition investigated, although this difference does not alter the main conclusion of the study.
Blood Volume Change Contribution to NIRS Signal
The muscle mass engaged during the onset of exercise changes its extravascular and intravascular volume fractions by vasodilatation, filtration, and reabsorption (1, 11, 13, 36) . Although the vasodilatory mechanisms at the basis of exercise hyperemia in contracting muscle remain not completely understood (11), filtration is related to the different osmolarity between blood and tissue domains and to hydrostatic pressure. Indeed, plasma volume decreases with increasing workloads, producing an increase of hematocrit value due to transcapillary filtration of fluid from blood to tissue. Thus muscle Hb concentration (⌬C Hb ; Eq. A18), which affects the NIRS muscle signal, would increase with exercise hyperemia due to an increase of f bl but would not change with transcapillary filtration, since the net volume of red blood cells remains constant within the muscle region investigated.
A two-phase increase of the thigh volume during cycle exercise has been observed using a plethysmographic technique (59) . In the first 2 min, a volume increase was attributed to an intravascular volume change, and later, to an extravascular volume change. However, these attributions are speculative, since the plethysmographic technique cannot distinguish intravascular and extravascular volumes (58) .
Increases in blood volume during muscle contraction can be determined using electrical stimulation to induce contractions in dog muscle (1, 52) . In particular, it has been found that vascular volume increases by 6% at 2 Hz and 23% at 8 Hz (twitch contractions) relative to resting conditions. These results are consistent with model simulations of a relative change in blood volume fraction f bl from warm-up to exercise (Fig. 7) , which are in the range of 6 -20% regardless of experimental condition (hypoxic or normoxic). These estimates of f bl changes assume that heme group concentration ⌬HbMb tot increases with capillary volume reflected in the NIRS signal. However, NIRS measurements do not typically provide information about changes in microvascular volume distribution during exercise, although microvascular compliance has been measured using this technology (4) .
The increase of heme group concentration ⌬HbMb tot observed with NIRS measurement can be in part attributed to an increase in perfusion surrounding inactive muscle fibers. At the onset of muscle contraction, an increasing number of fibers, proportional to the exercise intensity, are recruited. Thus theoretical study of motor unit recruitment and microvascular perfusion (24) shows a rapid and nonlinear increase in the number of microvascular units perfused in response to recruitment of motor units even at moderate intensity. Depending on capillary and fiber architecture of skeletal muscle, it is possible that changes in blood volume in the active fiber region detected by NIRS are affected by perfusion of blood from the inactive fiber region.
The dynamic responses of the muscle tissue ⌬HbMbO 2 obtained during exercise at normoxia and hypoxia in this study are similar to the responses of the NIRS signal obtained during cycle (12) and two-legged kicking exercise (37) . These show differences between the oxygen content in venous blood (C O 2 ,ven T ) and muscle tissue (⌬HbMbO 2 ). Simulations of these exercise responses with our mathematical model indicate possible mechanisms to explain quantitatively the distinctions between the C O 2 ,ven T and ⌬HbMbO 2 dynamic responses.
The model predicted the dynamic response of ⌬HbMbO 2 under different physiological conditions for each of the three subjects. In both normoxic and hypoxic conditions, model prediction of the dynamic response of C O 2 ,ven T decreased in the first minute, reaching a new plateau, similarly to responses measured during cycle (12) and two-legged kicking exercise (37) . The parameters values associated with subject-specific oxygen transport and muscle metabolic variables were derived from noninvasive measurements (bioimpedance cardiography, NIRS, pulmonary oxygen uptake). Values of other model parameters (Tables 4 -6) were the same for all subjects and experimental conditions.
In the first minute of exercise under normoxic and hypoxic conditions, model simulations show that C O 2 ,ven T decreased to a new plateau, whereas ⌬HbMbO 2 decreased but then increased. Such responses have been observed in young and old adults during moderate and heavy intensity exercise (16, 17) . In the same studies, the muscle deoxygenation response ⌬HHbMb(t) followed an exponential pattern with no overshoot. The authors attribute this pattern to the insensitivity of the NIRS signal (measuring Hb and Mb deoxygenation) to the local blood volume change (15) . In our study, experimental data and model simulation of the ⌬HHbMb response during exercise can be obtained by subtracting ⌬HbMbO 2 from ⌬HbMb tot (see Figs. 4  and 6 ). Although not reported, the dynamic response of ⌬HH-bMb for each subject showed an exponential pattern similar to previous findings (16, 17) .
The ⌬HbMb tot increase is attributed to a combination of local muscle blood flow, vascular volume, vasodilatation, and capillary recruitment. These factors are incorporated directly or indirectly in the mathematical model, which accounts for changes in blood flow and volume that affect oxygen capillarytissue transport. Furthermore, based on ⌬HbMb tot measurement, we can estimate changes in the blood volume fraction f bl (t) at the onset of muscle contraction and relate it to the volume fraction of capillary blood cap (t). An increase in this variable is associated with an increase of the capillary surface area and, therefore, oxygen capillary-tissue transport.
The dynamic response of ⌬HbMb tot indicates that the microvascular blood volume change is different for subjects displaying a mono-and/or double-exponential pattern (Fig. 4) . However, the dissociation or association between venous blood and muscle oxygenation under normoxic and hypoxic conditions remains the same.
Model Limitations
During muscle contraction, intravascular volume increases by vasodilatation with recruitment of new microvascular vessels and/or increase of capillary surface area (1, 52) ; thus, in our simulations, blood volume changes were mainly due to changes in V cap and not in V art or V ven , which were assumed constant. The changes of V cap during exercise also affect, indirectly, the microvascular volume fraction ( art , cap , and ven ) changes according to Eqs. 20 (see Eqs. A23 and A20) and thus affect the NIRS signal (see Eqs. 13 and 14) . The simultaneous increase of cap and decrease of ven and art (see Fig.  7 ) change the weighting of arteriole, capillary, and venule oxygenation to the NIRS signal (⌬HbMbO 2 ) and tend to offset each other. Thus volume shift from venules to capillary, hypothesized by McCully et al. (42) as responsible for an increase of NIRS oxygenation during exercise, was taken into account, but with the additional effect of the reduced arteriolar volume fraction. For this reason, the volume shift effect does not appear to play a major role in the dissociation between the dynamic responses of ⌬HbMbO 2 and C O 2 ,ven T . However, the exercise-induced microvascular volume distribution changes cannot be detected by NIRS in humans. We assumed microvascular redistribution during exercise, which may differ from actual unknown phenomena occurring during contraction.
On the other hand, blood volume changes during exercise can be attributed to the V cap based on an increase in oxygenation from the NIRS signal (1, 14) , and it is consistent with an increase of the capillary permeability-surface area (23, 53, 54) regardless of whether blood flow increases during exercise by capillary recruitment or through already-recruited capillaries (10, 49) . Consequently, oxygen transport into the tissue increases at the onset of exercise to increase diffusion flux to balance the oxygen demand (13, 23, 48, 53, 54) . In this study, our model uses a phenomenological expression to describe the variation of permeability-surface area as a function of blood flow (33, 34) . Therefore, a more comprehensive relationship among blood flow, microvascular volume, and permeabilitysurface area during muscle contraction is needed to have a better prediction of the dynamic response of oxygen concentration in blood and tissue domains, as well as overall muscle oxygenation measured by NIRS.
Model simulations do not predict the initial undershoot observed under hypoxia and the extent of a rapid decrease in ⌬HbMbO 2 at the onset of exercise under normoxia. Although the model can predict the overall dynamic response of muscle oxygenation, it does not account for local heterogeneity. More accurate values are needed for blood and tissue volume distribution in the region investigated by NIRS, since this may alter the pattern of the ⌬HbMbO 2 dynamic response. More general and detailed models of oxygen transport in microvascular vessels have been obtained (2, 48, 50) , but these are not practical for the analysis of in vivo exercise experiments to relate muscle oxygen consumption in skeletal muscle to the whole body oxygen uptake.
Measurement Limitations
The single-distance continuous-wave spectrometer used in this study enabled identification of regional differences in blood volume and oxygenation in muscle during exercise (43); however, uncertainties remain regarding measures of oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb/Mb concentration changes. In particular, assumptions of constant path length, absorption, and scattering coefficients used to convert the NIRS signal to concentration values (20, 26) may limit the accuracy of measurement (22) . The attenuation of the light propagating inside the biological system is caused by scattering and absorption media within the muscle region investigated by NIRS (20, 46, 56) . This region is composed not only of muscle, per se, but also of adipose tissue, as well as intravascular and extravascular compartments with volume distributions, which are likely to be different among subjects. Thus scattering and absorption properties of light in vivo need to be estimated for each individual to have a better interpretation of the data (20) .
The effect of adipose tissue on the NIRS signal has been taken into account by normalizing the dynamic change in ⌬HbMbO 2 during exercise to the maximal oxygenated concentration variation observed during ischemia. The adipose tissue thickness (7-9 mm) of the subjects tested in this study could affect the amplitude of the NIRS signal (43, 61, 62) . Although our device did not permit an absolute measurement of concentration of HbMbO 2 , it was possible to observe relative changes of oxygenated Hb/Mb, ⌬HbMbO 2 , under hypoxia and normoxia and to test hypotheses related to the effect of blood volume and Hb/Mb contributions on the NIRS signal.
Another limitation is a lack of the description of blood volume and oxygenation changes in different regions of the whole working muscle that may differ, especially during muscle contraction (30, 43, 51, 65) . Although these difference exist, they do not affect our main conclusion.
Future Direction
The combination of near-infrared diffuse-correlation spectroscopy and NIRS for continuous measurement of blood flow in the microcirculation and oxygenation within muscle, respectively, may assist in quantifying the extent to which oxygen delivery may affect the muscle oxygenation dynamic response during exercise (67) . This technique, however, has not been applied yet to exercise protocols, such as cycling, where a large muscle mass is engaged. Other techniques, such as arterial spin labeling blood flow MRI and microbubble-assisted ultrasound offer alternatives to measure tissue perfusion during exercise (9) .
Multidistance frequency-domain spectrometry yields measures of absolute concentrations HbMb, HbMbO 2 , and HHbMb and tissue oxygen saturation in vivo accounting for specific optic characteristics of the muscle region of the subject (20, 21, 46, 56) . In addition, the multidistance approach subtracts the influence of superficial tissue, i.e., adipose tissue. However, Hb and Mb contributions cannot be differentiated yet. This could be achieved by combining NMR and NIRS (38, 45, 60) . These studies, however, did not systematically take into account blood and tissue volumes and distributions, which affect the relative Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal.
Distinguishing factors affecting oxygen delivery and consumption in skeletal muscle during exercise using NIRS requires an integrative approach that combines experimental data and model simulations. Multiscale (subcellular-cellular-tissueorgan) system models of oxygen transport and metabolism have the potential to quantitatively analyze basic mechanisms associated with muscle contraction in animal models and humans (5, 31, 33, 48) . Such a combination of methods could be used to 1) quantify Hb and Mb contributions to the NIRS signal to distinguish oxygen partial pressure in muscle blood and tissue, which could provide an index for assessing muscle oxygen impairment, and 2) investigate changes in underlying mechanisms of oxygen transport and metabolism associated with disease states. Therefore, approaches that combine NMR and NIRS measurements in animal preparations and humans (9, 41, 45, 55) together with mathematical modeling and simulation for quantitative analysis (68) have the potential for major advancement in clinical studies of transport and metabolism in healthy and disease states. These combined technologies for assessment of both circulatory and metabolic disorders could provide a basis for evaluating the efficacy of therapeutic intervention. From a physiological point of view, it is interesting to be able to distinguish the contributions of Mb and Hb components of NIRS signal. Therefore, the dynamic responses of oxygenation of Hb and Mb in vivo enable us to quantify the dynamic of oxygen gradient between capillary and tissue and then that of the diffusion rate. In general, the possibility of estimate of the oxygen diffusion rate under different physiological and pathophysiological conditions may have practical applications for sports medicine and may help to diagnose disorders of the muscle such as mitochondrial disease. With additional validation, the mathematical model proposed could be used to predict oxygen delivery and use in people with various vascular and hemodynamic diseases. Treatments for blood and vascular disease often target one aspect (additional Hb, vascular reactivity, among others), and the model could be used to predict the effectiveness of such treatments.
Conclusion
Using an integrative systems biology approach, we analyzed muscle oxygenation measurements during exercise obtained with NIRS, using a model of oxygen transport and metabolism in contracting muscle, to predict the extent of Hb and Mb contribution to the NIRS signal. Model predictions were compared with experimental data to investigate mechanisms responsible for the difference between the dynamic responses of muscle and venous oxygenation. Deconvolution of NIRS signal components during normoxic and hypoxic exercise with the mechanistic model indicates that the Mb contribution is substantial under all conditions, but especially during hypoxia.
APPENDIX

Mathematical model of O2 transport and metabolism
For this study, the equations describing oxygen transport in skeletal muscle are based on the model of Lai et al. (33, 34) . From oxygen mass balances in capillary blood with the assumption of oxygen equilibrium between plasma and red blood cells, the dynamic spatial distribution of total oxygen concentration in capillary blood (C O 2 ,b T ) can be represented as
where f cap ϭ fbl(t)/cap(t) according to Eq. 20, Qm is the blood volume flow, DЈ b is a dispersion coefficient, and PS is the effective rate coefficient for diffusion between blood and extravascular muscle cells. The oxygen partition coefficient between blood and cells is assumed to be 1. The total oxygen concentration in muscle cells, C O 2 ,c T , is considered spatially lumped and changes with time according to
where OxPhos is the oxidative phosphorylation flux and Vtis is the tissue volume, which remains constant during exercise. . Consequently, the total oxygen concentrations in blood and in tissue within the muscle are the sums of the corresponding free and bound oxygen concentration:
which are related by local chemical equilibrium. In blood, the relation is
where b ϭ art, cap, and ven in Eq. 14, whereas in extravascular muscle cells, the relation is
These relations depend on Hb and Mb concentrations in red blood cell and myocyte (Crbc,Hb, Cmc,Mb) and their respective volume fractions (Hct, W mc). From Eq. A3, we get the differential relationships:
where
Using the relationships above, Eqs. A1 and A2 can be expressed as
where Db is the effective dispersion coefficient. Metabolic fluxes. The flux relationships for this model have been presented and used previously (63, 33) . The oxidative phosphorylation flux (OxPhos) is nonlinearly related to the ADP and oxygen concentrations:
The flux of the ATPase reaction is proportional to the ATP concentration:
where kATPase changes with a metabolic stimulus. The net forward and reverse reaction fluxes of CK are nonlinearly related to concentrations of energy phosphates:
Interpretation of NIRS Signal
To have a better comprehension and clear representation of model results and experimental data, the symbols used in the text have been replaced in the APPENDIX as follows: ⌬HbMb tot ϭ ⌬HbMbO 2 ϩ ⌬HHbMb ϭ ⌬C Heme,N ⌬HbMbO 2 ϭ ⌬HbO 2 ϩ ⌬MbO 2 ; ⌬HHbMb ϭ ⌬HHb ϩ ⌬HMb; ⌬HbO 2 ϭ ⌬C oxy,Hb ; ⌬MbO 2 ϭ ⌬C oxy,Mb ; ⌬HHb ϭ ⌬C deoxy,Hb ; ⌬HMb ϭ ⌬C deoxy,Mb
Oxygen concentrations in muscle blood and tissue. In response to exercise, blood and tissue oxygen change in skeletal muscle. To simulate oxygen responses to exercise as measured by NIRS, the relative change of the oxygenated forms in blood and tissue is normalized by the maximal change in the oxygenated Hb/Mb concentration variation observed during ischemia: (Fig. 1) . The simulated oxyhemoglobin concentration (C oxy,Hb) in muscle (tissue and blood) can be related to the simulated CHbO 2 in blood by the volume fraction of blood, fbl: where ftis (ϭ 1 Ϫ fbl) is the extravascular (cells and interstitial fluid) volume fraction in muscle. Since the attenuated light detected by the NIRS device during muscle contraction depends on O2-dependent absorption from hemoglobin and myoglobin, the NIRS signal is considered to represent total heme concentration in the entire muscle region (blood and tissue) investigated by the light. Thus the NIRS signal, as heme group concentration, is a combination of the two contributions (Hb and Mb) present in the red blood cell and muscle cell domains, which comprise the muscle domain. In addition, the NIRS signal does not discriminate between hemoglobin contribution, with four heme groups, and myoglobin contribution, with one heme group. The molar equivalent of Hb and Mb for optical absorption in our wavelengths is 4 and 1, respectively. Thus C MbO 2 is divided by 4 to take into account the extinction coefficient used in the NIRS device to convert light intensity to concentration, when referring to Hb. Blood volume distribution in muscle related to heme concentration. The relative heme concentration change from rest is 
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See glossary for definition of model parameters related to oygen/hemoglobin (O2/Hb) and oxygen/myoglobin (O2/Mb) equilibrium relationships and transport equations (33, 34) .
Since blood volume fraction fbl(t) change from rest is assumed to take place in capillaries, the volume change of blood is the volume change of capillaries:
where V bl ͑t͒ ϭ V bl ͑0͒ ϩ ⌬V cap ͑t͒ ϭ V bl ͑0͒ ϩ V cap ͑t͒ Ϫ V cap ͑0͒ (A22)
During exercise, the extravascular Vtis remains constant, as well as the volumes of arteriole and venule blood (Vart, Vven). We can rearrange Eqs. A21 and A22 to get the capillary volume:
Note that from Eq. A20, f bl(t) is directly related to ⌬CHeme,N(t), which can be obtained from the measured NIRS signal. Furthermore, during exercise, the arteriole, capillary, and venule volume fractions in blood change as art ͑t͒ ϭ V art /V bl ͑t͒, cap ͑t͒ ϭ V cap ͑t͒/V bl ͑t͒, ven ͑t͒ ϭ V ven /V bl ͑t͒ (A24)
Parameter values for numerical solution.
All model simulations relate to responses in step changes in exercise intensity relative to warm-up for three subjects (M1, M2, and M3) . The values of parameters k ATPase j at several steady states (j ϭ R, W, and E) and the time-varying quantities Qm and fbl, art, cap, and ven were calculated for each subject under hypoxia and normoxia (Tables 2-4) . Values of the volume fractions of muscle and blood (Table 4) at resting steady state (t ϭ 0) were applicable to all simulations. Values of the model parameters related to metabolic processes, transport equation, and O 2/Hb and O2/Mb equilibrium relationships (Tables 5  and 6 ) were the same for all the subjects as described previously (32) (33) (34) .
Numerical solution of the partial differential equations is based on the method of lines. Through a well-developed code, DSS/2, the spatial derivatives are discretized with efficient algorithms of fourthorder accuracy that incorporate the boundary conditions (33) . Consequently, the model consists of a set of ordinary differential-difference equations that constitute an initial value problem. These ordinary differential equations were solved numerically using a robust algorithm for stiff systems, DLSODE (33) .
